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The complete
guide to
renting a
bus.
Whether you’re planning a wedding,
conference, or event, you probably
have a ton of items on your To-Do list.
Have no fear! Lin Lines is here to help
you cross off at least one item: event
transportation.

Making sure your day or night goes
smoothly literally begins and ends
with transportation. Every member
of our team takes that responsibility
seriously. We’re here to answer your
questions every step of the way.
These are some of the ones we hear
most frequently.
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When should
I reserve my
vehicle?
Your best bet is to contact us
as soon as you know you need
transportation for a particular
date. That way, we can hold a
vehicle for you.

Do you rent
buses to
“normal”
people?
From school groups to wedding
parties, sports teams and
everything in between, we love
working with anyone who needs
transportation!

What kinds
of vehicles
can I rent?
At Lin Lines, we have a full range
of vehicles in our fleet: Sedans,
SUVs, Mini-buses, Sprinter vans,
and full motorcoaches that seat
up to 56 people!

Is there WiFi?
Select vehicles in our fleet have
WiFi. If you require it, please let
us know at time of booking.

Is the driver
included?
Of course! (Sorry, you can’t
drive your own bus, even if you
want to.) Our professional and
friendly drivers will make sure
you get to your destination
safely and smoothly.

Can we
bring food &
drinks?
A hangry guest is an unhappy
guest. We want you to stay
hydrated and keep your blood
sugar up, so please feel free to
bring snacks on board. Just no
glass, please.

What about
alcohol?
You’re fine, as long as all
passengers are 21+. Cheers!

Do you have any
storage space
on the vehicles?
Got baggage? Each vehicle in
our fleet can accommodate a
different amount of luggage,
golf clubs, etc. Let us know what
you’re working with when you
call in to book, and we can give
you a recommendation.

Can I bring
my dog?
We love pets! We may require
you to put down a cleaning
deposit, though.

What about
seatbelts?
Your best bet is to contact us
as soon as you know you need
transportation for a particular
date. That way, we can hold a
vehicle for you.

Are there
restrooms?
Our larger vehicles have
restrooms on board. Let us know
at the time of booking if you’ll
need one.

What goes
into a price?
Our prices include the use
of the vehicle, a driver, gas,
tax, and any surcharges.

How much does
it cost?
The price varies depending on
the particular vehicle you need,
and the amount of time you
need it for.

What
information
do you need
from me?
When you call in, we’ll ask the
following information:
• Date and time you need
the vehicle
• How many passengers will
be on board
• Any storage needs
• Any additional needs
• How else we can help!

Do I need to tip
the driver?
Tips are never expected,
always appreciated.

We’re
here to
help!
Click Here for Quote

